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Batch number: HE 00001 23 

batch run: 13,000 BOTTLES 

bottling date: JULY 2023 

casks: FIRST FILL HEAVEN HILL, BUFFALO TRACE, 
OLOROSO, FINO 

age: MINIUM 4 YEARS 

abv: 46% 

stills:  7000L FRILLI SPIRIT STILL, 5000L WASH 
STILL 

MARRYING:  8 WEEKS IN SPENT SHERRY BUTTS 

washsbackS: OREGON PINE 

MASH TUN / grist mill: BUHLER SMARTGRIST 

barley: CONCERTO 

yeast: PINNACLE 

peat: 12-15 PPM 

maturation: ARDHASAIG, ISLE OF HARRIS 

water: ABHAINN CONC A CHARRAIN, TARBERT, 
ISLE OF HARRIS

TASTING NOTES: 

“A nice initial hint of fresh leather, followed by a good balance of Peat Smoke and Malt. Develops into green 
notes of Blackcurrant Bush and Geraniums added complexity of Machair Flowers and Heady Flowers followed by 
a prominent orange note, this then develops into a beautiful range of mulled wine spices with a wave of vanilla, 
changes into a creamy finish with fluttering leather notes.” 

- HARRY WOOD, APPRENTICE BLENDER

STORY: 

“July 2023 was not the usual island summer for our distilling family, we knew there were only a few short months 
until the official release of our whisky and an air of trepidation and excitement was palpable as we blended and 
married this first release. But life continued as normal in nature, and the Ardhasaig warehouses were surrounded 
by new-born lambs, all oblivious to the work going on around them. The sea-air was warm and the skies blue with 
only a hint of cloud cresting the top of the Clisham mountain in who’s shadow we worked.” 

- MIKE DONALD, CHIEF STORYTELLER

SCAN FOR  
THE SOUNDS  

OF HARRIS!
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Non Chill-Filtered - No Artificial Colouring

MIKE DONALD  
CHIEF
STORY TELLER

CORINA MACINNES
TARBERT
ISLE OF HARRIS

 “There’s a very faint aroma of smoke, reminding me 
of my Granny and Grampa from Ardhasaig’s living 
room stove. I smell candied ginger and cinnamon. I get 
more smokiness when I drink it though, and there’s a 
rich ginger cake flavour, with raisins and sultanas. Just 
one or two drops of water brings out a lovely creamy 
sweetness like butterscotch ‘Angel Delight’ pudding 
which I grew to love as a kid, or the nutty chocolatiness 
of a ‘Walnut Whip’. There’s good complexity to it all.”

“ We’re at that time of year where the long Harris 
winter is starting to wear thin. Initially, there’s always 
something special about this season when the dark 
nights begin to draw in. It’s a chance to light fires, pour 
drams, and enjoy the elemental nature of this island 
at its most raw. But, as the months roll on, the endless 
wild weather begins to take its toll and most of us 
are yearning for those longer days and the light they 
bring. So, safe to say we’re looking forward to spring 
with its sense of new life and renewal as we look out of 
our distillery windows at the cold, wet weather. They do 
say that today’s rain is tomorrow’s whisky so perhaps 
we shouldn’t complain...”
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BATCH RUN                                                                                                          
12,058 BOTTLES  

BOTTLING DATES                                                                                                     
31.01.24 - 14.02.24

CASKS                                                                                
HEAVEN HILL (21%) 
BUFFALO TRACE (64%)
OLOROSO (11%)
FINO (4%)
                                                                                                                     
FERMENTATION
40% SHORT (70HRS)
60% LONG (120 HRS)

CUT POINTS
OFF SPIRIT CUT:
62% AT 20º *

*VARIES BY DISTILLER*VARIES BY DISTILLER

ABV                                                                                         
46%

STILLS 
5000L SPIRIT STILL (EVA)  
7000L WASH STILL

MARRYING 
48% ABV
17 WEEKS + 6 DAYS

WASHBACKS 
8000L OREGON PINE

GRIST MILL 
BUHLER SMARTGRIST
4 - ROLLER

MASH TUN
MUSK ENG. SEMI LAUTER
68º / 78º / 86º

BARLEY                                                                                                                           
CONCERTO

YEAST  
LALLEMAND
DISTILAMAX MW

PEATING LEVEL 
13.1 PPM (AVERAGED)

MATURATION
MINIMUM 4 YEARS,
ARDHASAIG 
WAREHOUSE 1

WATER 
ABHAINN CNOC  
A’ CHARRAIN, 
TARBERT


